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The A-dec Difference
Legendary A-dec reliability.

 

A-dec has earned a reputation over many years for creating what may 

be the most durable and reliable equipment available. It is a reputation 

due largely to our dedication to quality as well as clever yet simple 

engineering design, which also leads to ease of equipment maintenance.

A-dec offers a very wide choice of equipment so no matter how you and 

your team want to work, we have solutions to suit. The equipment is also 

designed to have outstanding flexibility of movement, so everything can 

be positioned to maximise ergonomics and efficiency.

The Performer 
With the new Performer, 

you’re assured comfort 

and simplicity. It’s part of 

what makes A-dec, A-dec.  

 

Designed to give you 

flexibility, plus access 

and comfort. Performer 

answers the need for less 

complexity, lower cost 

and exceptional choices.

5 YEARWARRANTY ‡
‡Terms and conditions apply
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Performer 
Features overview

The Performer
Designed to give you 
flexibility, access and 
comfort. Performer 
answers the need for 
an entry level option 
designed with a rich 
feature set that supports 

productivity. 

 

Choice of halogen or LED light

Optional monitor mount 
with swivel and tilt

Assistant’s instrumentation 
with syringe

Large 2 litre water bottle, 
for fewer refills 

Standard or deluxe 
touchpad on a 
contemporary and 
stylish delivery system 
with “Set and forget” 
height adjustment

The delivery system can be mounted 
either on the front hub of the chair 
or onto the rear mounting point. This 
makes the unit more flexible and offers 
different set-ups for patient entry/exits.

Seamless upholstery Traditional delivery system Standard or Deluxe 
touchpad available

Rotating vitreous 
china cuspidor

Assistant’s holder
3 position with Durr HVE and 

SE switched holders

Basic ‘light’ 
monitor mount available

571 Halogen lightPerformer light LED light

Dental Light Choices

The Performer is known for its reliability and now with added functionality 

and a multitude of options available, you can be safe in the knowledge 

that this is a chair built for longevity.   

*image for illustration purposes only
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Left- or right-handed, you decide

amethystdriftwood

black hazelnut tawny

sapphire paprika

indigo

sky blue

lemongrass

Choose your style
Paprika or Lemongrass or Sky Blue or Sapphire?

Upholstery choices
The Performer can be set up for either left-handed or right-handed 

dentists, allowing flexibility in the dental practice. The super smooth 

delivery system and assistant’s instrumentation can be switched to 

allow efficient dentistry between a right-handed and a left-handed 

user. Just one of the added benefits of the new Performer.

Order Your Samples at
a-dec.com/InspireMe

■   Fully ambidextrous - change from right-hand 

to left-hand configuration in seconds

■ Contemporary and stylish delivery system

■  User programmable touchpad

■    Hydraulic cantilever system for a smooth,

 quiet operation with lots of power

■  Robust cast metal construction

■  400 pound (181kg) patient capacity

■    Single or two piece floorbox to 

accommodate placement of utilities

■  Choice of halogen or LED light

■  Large 2 litre water bottle, for fewer refills

■  Safety lift arm stop plate

■  Assistant’s instrumentation SYR-HVE-SE

■  Monitor mount with swivel and tilt

■  300 watt power supply

Quick facts 
Performer



The NEW Performer is just the beginning. At A-dec, we offer a complete line of healthy dental equipment 
solutions. If you are looking for additional premium features, you may be interested in learning more about 

our new A-dec 300 or our 400 and 500 suite of dental chairs, delivery and support systems.

A-dec 500 A-dec 400 A-dec 300

The Performer is just the beginning.

A-dec Headquarters
2601 Crestview Drive
Newberg, Oregon 97132 USA
Tel: 1.800.547.1883 within USA/CAN
Tel: 1.503.538.7478 outside USA/CAN
Fax: 1.503.538.0276
a-dec.com

A-dec, the A-dec logo, A-dec 500, A-dec 300, Cascade, Cascade Master Series, Century
Plus, Continental, Decade, ICX, ICV, Performer, Preference, Preference Collection,
Preference ICC, and Radius are trademarks of A-dec Inc. and are registered in the
United States and other countries. A-dec 400, A-dec 200, Preference Slimline, and
reliablecreativesolutions are also trademarks of A-dec Inc. None of the trademarks or
trade names in this document may be reproduced, copied, or manipulated in any manner
without the express, written approval of the trademark owner.

Certain touchpad symbols are proprietary to A-dec Inc. Any use of these symbols, in whole
or in part, without the express written consent of A-dec Inc., is strictly prohibited.

The colors and products shown may vary from the actual materials and are subject
to change without notice. Please see your authorized A-dec dealer for accurate color
samples and the most current product information.

A-dec Australia
Tel: 1.800.225.010 within AUS
Tel: +61.(0)2.8332.4000 outside AUS

A-dec China
Tel: +1.503.538.7478

A-dec United Kingdom
Tel: 0800.ADEC.UK (2332.85) within UK
Tel: +44.(0).24.7635.0901 outside UK
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